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BCB questionnaire 2019 

Firstly can I say thank you to everyone who has sent in a reply, even if you haven’t, no 
problem, thank you for being part of a great band! I have tried to represent all the views 
with each question. There was generally a surprising degree of agreement. If you feel your 
view has not been represented on a particular issue, please let me know and I can try and 
add it to the commentary. Of course it is not possible to reprint every comment that 
everyone has made, but I have read them with interest and delight at suggestions people 
have made, and we will continue to try to follow these up with the committee.


Tom


What are the most important aspects of the band for you? 
A) the chance to play music on Thursday, B) the chance to play pub session C) ceilidhs D) 
social


Summary 
Thursday night in school is clearly our most important aspect of the band, closely followed 
by the social aspect. The pub session seems our least popular event. Mixed views on 
ceilidhs. 
Replies were:


Comments

• I’m now really enjoying Thursday session in school as a chance to play the new tunes 

and work on some ideas for arrangements

• Ceilidhs are a bit of a pain in some ways but give a point to  everything we do, 

including good bonding experience, if we don’t do gigs would we be a band at all?

• I love playing and to do it to audiences/dancers is a bonus

• The pub session would be better with a crowd of people listening and joining in, - a 

proper pub session! 

• I like playing in the pub when it’s good it's very good

• on pub nights, we could have a list of tunes to choose from, to ensure we can play 

them fairly well 

• I’m not sure what we gain from playing in the pub- musically not a lot, socially it’s 

good

• Pub sessions are at the heart of traditional folk music!

• Work on a new tune every session if possible for interest

• Plus songs for Mary(or anyone else who can sing) to bring variety to practice sessions 

and gigs

• I prefer to have loads of tunes and play through them.

• We play fast tunes too slowly!

• If we were more disciplined during the practice, we could get more playing done


ADCB ACD ADCB ABCD

ACDB DACB ABCD ADBC

ALL ADBC ADCB A

ADCB ACDB A
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The evening practice 

Tunes 

There was almost unanimous support for B to have fewer tunes, some just to play some 
to work on as we have recently been doing.

There is strong support to work on tunes and arrange them, develop counter harmonies 
et cetera.

For some people too many tunes, other people love new tunes but don’t want too many 
introducing at any one time. Most people would like to play fewer tunes better

It’s good to have some tunes just to enjoy playing


Speed 
There is a reasonable consensus that : 
• we should play new tunes quite slowly, 

• Some members don’t get a lot of time to practice beforehand, and would like us to 

take new tunes slowly

• We should have tunes at different speeds to suit everyone’s ability, including slow 

tunes and quick tunes (to let rip!)

• Speed is difficult for newcomers and can be off-putting. 

• Slower when we learn, then speed up

• It’s important we can play dance tunes at dance speed.

• Play more slowly when we are working on and developing tunes

•  the more people, the slower the speed needs to be

• Slower would be good for me when learning new tunes

• The issue is how well I can play them


A suggestion- the tunes we spend more time on, one person might take responsibility for 
deciding on arrangement and dynamics. When we have achieved this, we could record it 
so that the tune leader can hear their arrangement. After that people can make comments 
and disagree and change things again if necessary.


Venue 

Location is good, atmosphere could be better, atmosphere cold/ austere, stark lighting. 
Too big, would be nice to make tea or coffee, perhaps a bit pricey and the cost is about 
to go up.

However for other people, the place is fine! And there is the difficulty of finding 
somewhere else.

The Grove farm barn is popular on occasions.
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pub session 

Although the pub session scored less highly, many people do enjoy this although no one 
wanted to do it more often than we currently do. As noted above, not sure what we get 
out of it musically, important we perform well.


Sessions with a professional leader 

We are all in agreement we like sessions with Nicola, (just a minor reservation expressed). 
Most people like the amount of time she currently comes for, some people would like her 
to come for longer during the evening, although apparently this may not be possible as 
she is teaching elsewhere first. One or two people would like her to come more often.


In general there was reservation about a regular leader every week as it would tend to 
become the leaders band rather than our band. 

We like doing our own thing but we would like to do it a bit better. 

We would like her to :

Do more arranging of tunes

Help us to do more arranging of tunes 

Provide a bit of structure, 

Help us do the simple things right eg arpeggios and scales under a tune

Keeping in time

Rhythms  and accents, phrasing and dynamics

 Discuss percussion and rhythm - Working in separate sections is useful

Orchestration

Help us play more by ear

Listen to her play and try to emulate

How to control speed in the absence of a conductor 

Teach us to write counter melodies

We could be less prescriptive and let her come up with other suggestions.

She can probably hear where we are having issues

Cover how the different types of tunes should be played

Teach us to play better together, eg listening to each other


Note on finances etc 
Quite a few people expressed that they would be happy to pay a regular sub to allow for 
more leadership etc but there are clearly reservations about not excluding anyone, and 
making life too complicated, especially when people can’t come for a few weeks.

Many people did not express an opinion on this. We can discuss this more at the AGM 
with treasurers report.


Gigs 

A range of views, everyone happy to do them, some people love them, some less so. We  
particularly like them in the winter. There is general support for playing other events eg 
summer fairs. We need to see if we can play as smaller groups at times- taking it in turns 
to play.

Some people find it difficult to commit, especially if their plans change subsequently.
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Enough gigs to support us financially.

Enough to give us focus as a band


Future events 

Clearly everyone who  has replied would like an away day again, of course people may be 
busy or away.

In principal people would like a weekend at Grove farm as part of a larger group, lots of 
positive feedback, caution to ensure clarity on the level and content of workshops if 
advertising to a wider audience. Interest in a callers workshop, 

Away weekend or longer trip, even split yes, maybe, probably not!


New members 

Quite a strong feeling that the band is about the right size at the moment. 1 or 2 people 
happy for us to increase, and comments to reflect the fact we are a community band. 
However it has been pointed out that it is not easy to just slot into our band especially for 
relative beginners.

General feeling that we don’t need to advertise but just let people find us. We want to 
keep a balance of instruments. Quite a few people feel we would benefit from an 
additional percussionist.

It was noted that we often play better/sound better when we are a small group, a larger 
group needs more coordination and takes us towards needing a regular bandleader.


Other comments 

 Much happier with the band now than, say, a couple of years ago. Musically we’re 
improving and giving more thought to what would we’re  playing, that has improved my 
playing.


Perhaps we could have a bit more structure when we are working on new tunes,  a time 
when we work on bits on our own or in small groups, and a time when we stop playing 
and talk about arrangements.


Timing-need I say more


Let’s not forget we have the ingredients of a good band just a question of harnessing 
them effectively not just to give an audience a good time but give ourselves a good 
experience also.


We need more callers-ideally within the band-maybe run a callers workshop for anyone 
interested.


We need to be able to be confident enough to do a ceilidh without our regular lead 
player(s)


I really enjoyed the band it would be great to get to grips and develop each piece in more 
detail I love the few pieces that have harmony parts, they sound really good and more 
professional, could we do that with more pieces?
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Occasionally break out into smaller groups, try new arrangements, go at faster or slower 
speed’s


Occasionally work with a metronome, varying the speed of different pieces.


Overcome the fear of playing without dots


It would be good if the tunes were on the website as MP3 as I learn (mostly) by ear


Encourage everyone to have a go at playing some solo or duo bits even if it’s just a few 
bars


Each person can nominate one new tune.


Make sure we encourage new people at our practices, make sure that they know we go 
to the pub afterwards and they are very welcome to join us.


It can seem a bit chaotic but it seems to work okay.


I really like being in the band.


The band is great fun



